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AO4:  Secure Test (5-6) 

Evaluate texts critically and support with appropriate textual references 

 

Read the source text lines 1 to 25 from Atonement about a girl called Briony. 

 

 

Give clear opinions and make clear judgements about the text  

Support your ideas with appropriate textual reference(s) 

 

 

All of your responses should be about and link to the statement below: 

 

A student, having read the extract, said that they thought Briony was an unusual child. The 

way the writer has presented Briony really engages the reader. 

 

To what extent do you agree? 

Atonement – Ian McEwan 

 

She was one of those children possessed by a desire to ha e the orld just so. Whereas her ig sister’s roo  as 
a ste  of u losed ooks, u folded lothes, u ade ed, u e ptied ashtrays, Brio y’s as a shri e to her 
controlling demon: the model farm spread across a deep window ledge consisted of the usual animals, but all 

facing one way – towards their owner – as if about to break into song, and even the farmyard hens were neatly 

orralled. I  fa t, Brio y’s as the o ly tidy upstairs roo  i  the house. Her straight-backed dolls in their many-

roomed mansion appeared to be under strict instructions not to touch the walls; the various thumb-sized figures 

to be found standing on her dressing table – cowboys, deep-sea divers, humanoid mice – suggested by their even 

ra ks a d spa i g a itize ’s ar y a aiting orders. 

 

A taste for the miniature was one aspect of an orderly spirit. Another was a passion for secrets: in a prized 

varnished cabinet, a secret drawer was opened by pushing against the grain of a cleverly turned dovetail joint, 

and here she kept a diary locked by a clasp, and a notebook written in a code of her own invention. In a toy safe 

opened by six secret numbers she stored letters and postcards. An old tin petty cash box was hidden under a 

removable floorboard beneath her bed. In a box were treasures that dated back four years, to her ninth birthday 

he  she ega  olle ti g: a uta t dou le a or , fool’s gold, a rai - aki g spell ought at a fu fair, a s uirrel’s 
skull as light as a leaf. 

 

But hidden drawers, lockable diaries and cryptographic systems could not conceal from Briony the simple truth: 

she had no secrets. Her wish for a harmonious, organised world denied her the reckless possibilities of 

wrongdoing. Mayhem and destruction were too chaotic for her tastes, and she did not have it in her to be cruel. 

Her effective status as an only child, as well as the relative isolation of the Tallis house, kept her, at least during 

the holidays, from girlish intrigues with friends. Nothing in her life was sufficiently interesting or shameful to 

merit hiding; no one wanted to know. None of this was particularly an affliction; or rather, it appeared so only in 

retrospect, once a solution had been found. 
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Task 1 

 Write a few sentences stating whether you agree or disagree with the statement. 

Refer to the text and give reasons for your answer. 

 

You could begin: I agree / disagree with the student that Briony is an unusual hild e ause… 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Show a clear u dersta di g of the author’s ethods 

 

Task 2 

 

Read the source again. Highlight or underline and label as many methods or techniques that 

you can find that the author has used to present Briony. Try to explain the effect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Support my ideas with appropriate textual reference(s) 

 

Task 3 

 

 For the purposes of this task, you are going to agree with the statement. Look at the 

parts of the text that you have highlighted and find three quotations that support 

the idea that: 

She was one of those children possessed by a desire to have the 

orld just so. Whereas her ig sister’s roo  as a ste  of 
unclosed books, unfolded clothes, unmade bed, unemptied 

ashtrays, Brio y’s as a shri e to her o trolli g de o : the 

model farm spread across a deep window ledge consisted of the 

usual animals, but all facing one way – towards their owner – as if 

about to break into song, and even the farmyard hens were neatly 

orralled. I  fa t, Brio y’s as the o ly tidy upstairs roo  i  the 
house. Her straight-backed dolls in their many-roomed mansion 

appeared to be under strict instructions not to touch the walls; the 

various thumb-sized figures to be found standing on her dressing 

table – cowboys, deep-sea divers, humanoid mice – suggested by 

their even ranks and spacing a citize ’s ar y a aiti g orders. 
 

Verb – the desire to be tidy 

has taken over. Briony is not 

in control of it  
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a) Briony is an unusual child  

 

AND 

 

b) the way the writer presents Briony engages the reader 

 

Write the quotations in the space below: 

 

)………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………......

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................... 

 

)……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

)……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Task 4 

Evaluate clearly the impact upon the reader 

 

 Using two or more of the quotations you selected for Task 3, explain how the writer 

has presented Briony as an unusual child and why this would engage the reader. 

Remember to comment on the methods / techniques the writer has used. Write 

your answer in the space below.  
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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AO4: Secure therapy (5-6)  

Evaluate texts critically and support with appropriate textual references 

 

Read the source text lines 1-  a out a o a  ho goes i to a je eller’s shop. 

A present for a Good Girl – Nadine Gordimer 

 

O  a  after oo  i  Septe er a o a  a e i to the je eller’s shop. The assista ts, hose odies had 
contrived, as human bodies doggedly will, to adapt the straight, hard stretch of the glass showcases to a 

support, sagged, hips thrust forward, elbows leaning in upon their black crepe–de-Chine–covered 

stomachs, and looked at her without a flicker, waiting for her to go.  For they could see that she did not 

belong there. No woman in a frayed and shapeless old Leghorn hat, carrying a bulging crash shopping-bag, 

decorated in church bazaar fashion with wool embroidery, and wearing stained old sandshoes and cheap 

thick pink stockings that o erti aed rou d her a kles, ould elo g i  the je eller’s shop. They k e  
the kind; simple, a bit dazed, short-sighted, a d had a dered i  istaki g it for the he ist’s t o doors 
up. She would peer round stupidly, looking as if she had stumbled i to Aladdi ’s a e, a d he  she sa  
the handsome canteens of cutlery, with their beautifully arranged knives spread like a flashing keyboard in 

their velvet beds, and the watches in their satin cases, and cool, watery preening of the cut glass beneath 

its special light, she would mumble and shamble herself out again. So they stood, unmoved, waiting for 

her to go. 

But, u o forta ly, she did ’t go. She ad a ed right i , half defia tly, half i gratiati gly – she 

gave a little sniff to herself as if to say: Come on, now! Well, why shouldn t I – and put the shopping-bag 

down on the counter. Then she gave the hat a pull, and stood waiting, not looking at the young ladies. 

But still they did not move. Their half closed eyes rested with faint interest upon the crash shopping-bag, 

as upon some fossil discovery. 

 The third assistant, who was sitting at the table threading wedding rings in order on a velvet rod, pushed 

the ri gs aside a d got up, thi ki g, ith as u h ross ess as lethargy ould uster, Well, so eone 

ust see hat the old reature a ts.’ 
Yes?’ she said. 

It as already i  the o a ’s outh; as a hild o es threshi g up out of ater ith ulgi g heeks, a d 
lets out all its outhful of reathless ess a d e thusias  i  o e great gasp, she said: Good afternoon, 

iss, there’s a gree  ag i  the i do , iss – in the corner, right down near the front. I want to get one 

for y daughter, she’s al ays talki g a out a gree  o e -  a d I o dered, you see, it’s really o ly for 
Christ as, ut I thought…’ – and her pupils, that seemed to swim like weak small fish in the colourless 

wetness of her eyes with their underlids drooping down in a reddish peak, darted wildly. Like a beggar 

exhibiting valuable sores, she smiled on a mouth of gaps and teeth worn like splinters of driftwood. 

You a t the gree  ha d ag i  the i do ?’ asserted the assista t, looki g up, the  do . 
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Give clear opinions and make clear judgements about the text  

Support your ideas with appropriate textual reference(s) 

 

Task 1 – Understanding the statement 

 

 Read the statement written in italics below. How many parts are there to the 

statement? 

 Highlight the different parts in different colours. 

 Underline key words in the statement 

 

A student, having read the extract, said that they thought the shop assistants were 

extremely unpleasant. The reader feels sympathy for the customer.  

 

Task 2 – Understanding the question 

 

To what extent means how far do you agree with the statement? To decide this, you will 

need to understand the source and select some quotations to support your opinion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A student, having read the extract, said that they thought the shop assistants were 

extremely unpleasant. The reader feels sympathy for the customer. 

 

To what extent do you agree? 

 

In your response you could: 

 

 write about your own impressions of the characters  

 evaluate how the writer has created these impressions  

 support your opinions with quotations from the text.  
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Read the source text  

 

 Using two different coloured pens or highlighters, highlight parts of the text that 

could be used to support the first part of the statement in one colour: the shop 

assistants were extremely unpleasant. Use a different colour to highlight quotations 

that could be used to support the second part of the statement: The reader feels 

sympathy for the customer. 

 

The first paragraph has been done for you. 

A present for a Good Girl – Nadine Gordimer 

 

O  a  after oo  i  Septe er a o a  a e i to the je eller’s shop. The assista ts, hose odies had 
contrived, as human bodies doggedly will, to adapt the straight, hard stretch of the glass showcases to a 

support, sagged, hips thrust forward, elbows leaning in upon their black crepe–de-Chine–covered 

stomachs, and looked at her without a flicker, waiting for her to go.  For they could see that she did not 

belong there. No woman in a frayed and shapeless old Leghorn hat, carrying a bulging crash shopping-bag, 

decorated in church bazaar fashion with wool embroidery, and wearing stained old sandshoes and cheap 

thi k pi k sto ki gs that o erti aed rou d her a kles, ould elo g i  the je eller’s shop. They knew 

the kind; simple, a bit dazed, short-sighted, a d had a dered i  istaki g it for the he ist’s t o doors 
up. She ould peer rou d stupidly, looki g as if she had stu led i to Aladdi ’s a e, and when she saw 

the handsome canteens of cutlery, with their beautifully arranged knives spread like a flashing keyboard in 

their velvet beds, and the watches in their satin cases, and cool, watery preening of the cut glass beneath 

its special light, she would mumble and shamble herself out again. So they stood, unmoved, waiting for 

her to go. 

But, u o forta ly, she did ’t go. She ad a ed right i , half defia tly, half i gratiati gly – she 

gave a little sniff to herself as if to say: Come on, now! Well, why shouldn t I – and put the shopping-bag 

down on the counter. Then she gave the hat a pull, and stood waiting, not looking at the young ladies. 

But still they did not move. Their half closed eyes rested with faint interest upon the crash shopping-bag, 

as upon some fossil discovery. 

 The third assistant, who was sitting at the table threading wedding rings in order on a velvet rod, pushed 

the ri gs aside a d got up, thi ki g, ith as u h ross ess as lethargy ould uster, Well, so eo e 
must see what the old creature a ts.’ 

Yes?’ she said. 
It as already i  the o a ’s outh; as a hild o es threshi g up out of ater ith ulgi g heeks, a d 
lets out all its outhful of reathless ess a d e thusias  i  o e great gasp, she said: Good after oo , 

iss, there’s a green bag in the window, miss – in the corner, right down near the front. I want to get one 

for y daughter, she’s al ays talki g a out a gree  o e -  a d I o dered, you see, it’s really o ly for 
Christ as, ut I thought…’ – and her pupils, that seemed to swim like weak small fish in the colourless 

wetness of her eyes with their underlids drooping down in a reddish peak, darted wildly. Like a beggar 

exhibiting valuable sores, she smiled on a mouth of gaps and teeth worn like splinters of driftwood. 

You a t the gree  ha d ag i  the i do ?’ asserted the assista t, looki g up, the  do . 
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Task 3 – Making a judgement 

 

 How many quotations have you found that agree with part one of the statement? 

 How many quotations have you found that agree with part two of the statement? 

 

You should now be able to decide to what extent you agree with each part of the 

statement. Top tip – there will probably be more evidence to support agreement with the 

statement.  

 

In the space below, try to write a paragraph showing your judgement about the statement: 

 

For example: 

There is very little evidence in the source that shows the shop assistants to be anything other 

than unpleasant. As a consequence, the reader an t help ut feel sy pathy for the 
customer who has to put up with their rudeness. She also deserves sympathy because she 

has clearly suffered misfortune in life. 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Support my ideas with appropriate textual reference(s)  
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Show a clear u dersta di g of the author’s ethods 

 

Using the opening below or even better, the one that you have just written, you can now 

use the quotations that you highlighted to support the judgements you have made. 

 

There is very little evidence in the source that shows the shop assistants to be anything other 

than unpleasant. As a consequence, the reader an t help ut feel sympathy for the 

customer who has to put up with their rudeness. She also deserves sympathy because she 

has clearly suffered misfortune in life. 

 

When selecting your quotations, remember that the other skill you have to show is a clear 

understanding of the author’s ethods. 
 

Task 4 – Selecting quotations  

 

Thinking not only about supporting the opinions you expressed in your opening paragraph, 

but also sho i g a lear u dersta di g of the author’s ethods, choose two quotations, 

one to support the first part of the statement and one to support the second part of the 

statement. Write them in the boxes below. Then annotate them, identifying methods that 

the author has used and the effect of the methods. O e you’ e thought a out i di idual 
methods, consider whether they also work collectively. 

 

Example: 

 

 

 

Your  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The shop assistants were extremely unpleasant 

 

 

…sagged, hips thrust forward, elbows leaning upon their 

black crepe-de-Chine- overed sto a hs  

 

 

 

verb 

sagged  

unattractive 

posture 

slumped 

ver  thrust  confident 

awkward  

 

 

ver  leaning  

lazy 

sto a h

la k  dull

Methods all to do with appearance – work collectively to make the women seem 

unattractive and lazy – not engaged with their job. Intro/initial impression – 

unpleasant. Both the assistants are the same – work as a team  
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The shop assistants were extremely unpleasant 

 

The reader feels sympathy for the customer 
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Task 5 – Writing an evaluative response to the statement 

 

Using this paragraph or your own, you now need to prove what you have said. Remember, 

the question asked to what extent do you agree?’ The phrases below might help you to 

show that you strongly agree with the statement.  

 

 Can you think of any more?  List them below. 

 

Clearly               Obviously There is little doubt that It is without question that 

 

 

 

 

 Write two paragraphs responding to both parts of the statement. Use your 

annotated quotations. 

 

Example 

There is very little evidence in the source that shows the shop assistants to be anything other 

than unpleasant. As a consequence, the reader an t help ut feel sy pathy for the 
customer who has to put up with their rudeness. She deserves sympathy not only for the way 

they treat her but also because she has clearly suffered misfortune in life. 

 

In the initial description of the shop assistants the writer focuses on their appearance. Their 

posture is rather negative. The ver  sagged  has onnotations of laziness. The fact that they 

are slumped over the glass showcases might also suggest that they are unwilling to put a lot 

of effort into their work. The writer goes on to say that the assistants looked at the customer 

ithout a fli ker.’ This etaphor sho s that they are ig ori g the usto er. The fa t that 
they are aiti g for her to go’ suggests that they see her as a  i o e ie e. This, i  tur , 
makes the reader feel a lot of sympathy for the customer because she is being poorly 

treated. 

 

 

Task 6  

Evaluate clearly the impact upon the reader 

 

Nearly there! 

Once you have written your paragraphs, think about the last skill that is assessed – the 

impact upon the reader. Has the writer been successful in convincing the reader that the 

shop assista ts are e tre ely u pleasa t?’  
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You ight a t to o sider at this poi t hether e tre ely’ is a urate or too stro g. 
Thinking about the quotations you have just analysed, consider what the writer was trying 

to make the reader understand, thi k or feel a out the hara ters. Did the riter’s hose  
methods allow this to happen? 

 

 Choose one of the paragraphs you have written and add a few sentences explaining 

what you consider to be the impact upon the reader. 

 

For example 

In the initial description of the shop assistant the writer focuses on their appearance. They 

are learly unattra tive. The ver  sagged  has onnotations of laziness. The fact that they 

are slumped over the glass showcases might also suggest that they are unwilling to put a lot 

of effort into their work. The writer goes on to say that the assistants looked at the customer 

ithout a fli ker’. This metaphor shows that they are ignoring the customer. The fact that 

they are aiti g for her to go’ suggests that they see her as an inconvenience. The methods 

the writer has used work collectively to create a negative introduction to the assistants for 

the reader. The writer shapes the reader s opinion of the . The fact that they are presented 

in an unappealing manner means the reader is not surprised that they treat the customer 

unkindly. 

 

 

Task 7  

 

Give clear opinions and make clear judgements about the text  

Support yourideas with appropriate textual reference(s) 

Show a clear u dersta di g of the author’s ethods. 
Evaluate clearly the impact upon the reader 

 

 Now highlight your work to show where you have used the skills assessed in AO4. 
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